20600 – Saw Boot

Saw Boot Assembly Instructions:
1. Find the exhaust outlet on your Saw, place Saw in Saw Boot.
2. Mark where your exhaust is located inside of the Saw Boot.
3. Locate where the 6” x 6” piece of heat shield material will be placed in the bottom of the saw boot.
4. Next, peel the dull paper backing (not the foil) from the heat shield and adhere to the saw boot in the location marked.
5. The Bungee included is to keep the saw in the saw boot during transportation. Extra holes may be drilled for a more customized fitment or use of extra bungees.

Brackets Installation – (not included)
1. The saw boot is designed to work with the Kolpin Gun Boot Brackets (P/N 20035, 20032). Simply slide the Saw Boot into the Bracket and secure with the pins provided with those brackets. The U-Bracket is needed if securing the Saw Boot to your 20032 Bracket (newer models only). Simply remove the smaller U-bracket and reattach the Saw Boot U-Bracket to the plate.

The saw boot is intended to protect the bar of your saw while transporting your saw on your ATV. It is only recommended to be used in conjunction with the brackets stated above.
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